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Abstract : The massive earthquake that hit the West Nusa Tenggara from the date of July 29, 2018 which was followed by several aftershocks, caused
damage to wide area coverage in some areas of Lombok.The method used in this research is the method of observation and survey, where researchers
conducted observations and surveys in consultancies PT. Indra Karya (Persero) Engineering Division II Semarang. The cause damage to the structure
of reinforced concrete after the earthquake was a lack of shear strength of the structure due to the use of columns and shear walls were too little, Cracks
in the column or beam dikibatkan by shear force, Cracks in the column due to non structural, slip between concrete and steel reinforcement , or shear
failure at a joint between the beams and columns, the concentration of damage at specific floor due to stiffness uneven distribution throughout the
building level, the release of secondary components such as walls due to a bad relationship. Some repair methods are: the use of shotcrete, additional
reinforcement, Reinforcement damage can be repaired by means of welding or tacking reinforcement pedestal. Repair cracked brick wall that can be
done with shotcrete, dry aggregate mixture -portland packing with cement or mortar and epoxy injection. Retrofitting can be done with a brick wall
prestressing, by adding a reinforcement on the surface of a brick wall wearing a plaster. Reinforcement steel structure after the earthquake Lombok is
done by several methods, among others: Replace bolts and rivets are there with bolts of high quality, Uniting with either the connection is less strong,
Reduce span element long, Adding extents cross-section of the profile, Replace with steel high quality.
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1.

PRELIMINARY

The massive earthquake that hit the West Nusa Tenggara
from the date of July 29, 2018 which was followed by
several aftershocks, caused damage to wide area coverage
in some areas of Lombok and Sumbawa. Points of public
facilities and infrastructure are also not spared from the
impact of the earthquake, such as hospitals, schools,
markets, and places of worship that resulted in some
community activities such as commerce, offices, learning,
and banking. Infrastructure and facilities directly has a
significant relationship with the economy and standard of
living. Parasarana and means an adequate area to be able
to support the local economy and would increase the
people's purchasing power. In order restoration of the
environment, society, infrastructure, and social life in the
West Nusa Tenggara province affected by the earthquake
and guarantee the process of a society that is healthy,
dynamic and progressive, the government together with the
Task Force (task force) Ministry of Public Works and
Housing People (PUPR) act quickly assess and abate the
facilities and infrastructure that requires treatment. which in
starting with the planning and implementation stages of
construction and supervision.

Figure 1. Location of Post-Earthquake Repair (Final
Report PT. Indra Karya, 2019)
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Table 1. List Summary of Post-Earthquake Structural
Repair Lombok
Building
North Lombok
Lombok Barat
Mataram
central Lombok
West Sumbawa
total

Total Structure
1
40
16
31
1
89

Source: Final Report of PT. Indra Karya (Persero),
2019
Security evaluation of the building structure that has been
established is necessary to ensure the performance of
buildings during an earthquake. With the safety evaluation
is expected to damage or collapse of buildings caused by
the earthquake that occurred in the future can be avoided
or minimized (Afif Salim, 2018). Thus, the general purpose
of the evaluation of the seismic safety of the building
structure is:
Avoid human fatalities from the collapse of
buildings due to a strong earthquake
Limiting damage to buildings caused by the
earthquake of mild to moderate, so that they can
be repaired with a limited cost
Limiting the residential discomfort for the
occupants of the building during the earthquake of
mild to moderate
Maintaining any time building services functions.
In general, the strength evaluation performed on old
buildings whose structure has not been designed using the
principles of structural design of earthquake resistant
buildings (Delfebriyadi, 2010). Security evaluation of the
building is necessary also to adjust the new planning
standards used. For example, with the introduction of the
new standard Indonesian earthquake that Earthquake
Resilience Planning Standards For Building Structures (SNI
03-1726-2002), the standard earthquake is SNI 03-17261989 long no longer apply. According to this new standard
earthquake plan to be reckoned with on the building
structure has a birthday during the period of 500 years,
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while according to the old standard return period is only 200
years old.
1.1. Security
Evaluation
of
Buildings
Against
Earthquakes
ATC-3 (1978) establishes a two-step evaluation of the
seismic safety for buildings that have been standing, the
qualitative evaluation and analytical evaluation. Qualitative
evaluation involves the examination of design documents
(drawings and calculations) and site inspections. Qualitative
evaluation of the building will result in one of the three
following decisions:
1. Buildings according to design requirements
2. The building does not comply with the
design requirements
3. Buildings can not be evaluated qualitatively
security

Figure 2. Post-Earthquake Building Condition Lombok
If security against earthquakes can not be evaluated
qualitatively, it is necessary to analytical evaluation. In
1979, Okada and Bresler develop safety evaluation
procedures for reinforced concrete structures against
earthquakes to building a low rate (up to 5 floors) and
school buildings. To systematically assess the level of
security against earthquakes of some existing buildings in a
short time, they used a method of selection through several
stages. First, the security of the building is calculated by
simple analytical methods. If the results of this analysis do
not meet the requirements of the security building, then
performed the analysis using a more through analysis
technique (Agus B Siswanto, 2017).
1.2. Repair and the Power of Existing buildings
Damage to buildings caused by the earthquake to be
repaired in a proper way, so that it can be ascertained that
the original power level of the building can be achieved or
exceeded. Thus the structure of the building will be able to
survive if there was an earthquake in the future (Hartuti,
2009). Repairing damage to the building caused by the
earthquake to be done according to the rules. Depending
on the level of the damage, repair damage to buildings in
general is expensive. Therefore, if it has taken a decision to
carry out repairs or retrofitting structures, to consider the
improvement and reinforcement methods to be used.
Several methods for the repair and strengthening of
structures are:
1. Disposing of damaged elements and replace them
with new ones.
2. Thicken, expand, and strengthen elements of the
old
3. Adding new shear walls, vertical stiffeners, and the
column on the structure
4. Changing the shear connection into a moment
resisting connection
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5.

Reducing the mass of the structure by
removing the top level
The effectiveness of the methods of repair and / or
reinforcement of the above can be very successful if
accompanied by the use of documents and reports
prencanaan construction.

2.

METHODOLOGY

The method used in this research is the method of
observation and survey, where researchers conducted
observations and surveys in office consultant PT. Indra
Karya (Persero) Engineering Division II Semarang. The
steps in the research process is as follows:
1. Study of literature
2. Data collection
After data collection is complete, the data obtained were
processed to be easy to use in the next process is the
process of data analysis. Analysis is conducted security
analysis, evaluation and improvement of structures,
including field data identification, identification of problems
of construction damage, identification management
solutions, as well as the evaluation of safety and structural
improvements. The final stage of this work is the result of
the safety evaluation and improvement of post-earthquake
building structure in Lombok.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Repairing Concrete Structures
The cause of the damage after the earthquake reinforced
concrete structure is as follows:
1. The lack of shear strength of the structure due to
the use of columns and shear walls
2. Cracks in the column or beam cause by shear
force, Cracks in the column due to non structural.
3. Slip between concrete and reinforcing steel, or
shear failure at joint the beams and columns.
4. Concentration of damage at specific floor due to
stiffness uneven distribution throughout the
building level
5. Release of secondary components such as walls
due to a bad relationship
Evaluation of safety and structural improvements is done by
using materials that often such as: (a). Shotcrete, (b).
Epoxy resin, used to repair cracks and small cavities, (c).
Epoxy mortar, to fill large voids, (d). Gypsum cement
concrete, (e). Portland cement, (f). Cement mortar, (g).
Aggregate.

Figure 3. Steps column repair of reinforced concrete
structures damaged (Afif Salim, et al Buku Rekayasa
Gempa, 2018)
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3.2. Repairing wall structures
Brick masonry is a construction material that is often used
as a building structure until the early 20th century brick are
currently only used as wall insulation, while the main
structure is replaced by another material, such as
reinforced and steel baton. Because of easy maintenance,
the price is economical, and easy implementation, brick
masonry construction is still widely used for construction of
residential buildings in earthquake prone areas. At the San
Francisco Earthquake (1906), Kanto Earthquake (1923)
and Quake Hawke's Bay (1931), many buildings of brick
masonry structure karusakan experiencing. Since then the
brick wall is no longer used in countries such as Japan,
Some of the factors that make the construction less good
pair brick used for buildings in earthquake prone areas are:
1. The material is brittle and easy to crack, so as to
have a low strength to bear the burden of the
earthquake that are alternating / cyclic.
2. As it is quite heavy, the earthquake load an inertia
force will also be great
3. Because of stiff, brick masonry structure has a
vibrating short time, so the seismic forces that work
would be great.
4. Its strength varies depending on the quality of
construction.
To make improvements on the brick wall is necessary to
first carefully examined the cracks that exist. Crack
inspection can be done visually or by using ultrasonic
detection equipment. Repair cracked brick wall that can be
done with shotcrete, dry aggregate mixture -portland
packing with cement or mortar and epoxy injection.
Retrofitting can be done with a brick wall prestressing, by
adding a reinforcement on the surface of a brick wall
wearing a plaster.
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Lateral buckling on the beams and columns that
have a cross-section is not compact
In addition to the effect of instability, the steel structure
should also be noted problem crack (crack) and the
problem of material fatigue (fatigue). Cracks in the steel
structure could result from failure pull on bolt or rivet
connections, cracks caused by the stress concentration,
crack or tear in the plate due to moment. yield or fatigue in
the material can occur due to cyclic loading.
-

Figure 5. Repairing the damaged steel structures
(Pt. Indra Karya, 2019)
To check the strength of the materials or the level of
welding of steel elements contained in the building
structure, must use a standard design and construction.
This requires a review of the design rules used by the
building. Their symptoms of fatigue (fatigue) and a
reduction in the quality of the connection caused by
corrosion, should be taken into account. The use of
ultrasonic detection devices for the inspection process of
joining steel elements, is highly recommended. Postearthquake reinforcement steel structure Lombok is done
by several methods, among others:
a. Replace the bolts and rivets are there with high
strength bolts
b. Uniting with good connections less strong
c. Reducing long-span element
d. Adding a cross-sectional area of the profile
e. Switching to high strength steels

Figure 4. Repair structures damaged walls
(Pt. Indra Karya, 2019)
3.3. Repairing Steel Structures
Steel is a good material used for building structures
earthquake resistant because of high ductility, as well as
having a high ratio of strength to weight. The steel structure
also still have enough strength to bear the burden after the
earthquake. Though the steel structure including the
structure of the most excellent in terms of resistance to
earthquakes compared with reinforced concrete structure,
but several factors related to the instability of the structure
(instability) needs to be addressed. Some of the things
included instability problems in the steel structure is:
Local or local buckling of plate elements for their
large ratio between the width and thickness.
Buckling of the columns or rods are long due to the
slimness rod or as a result of a large compressive
force.

4.

CONCLUSION

Several conclusions can be deduced from the structure of
the post-earthquake repair Lombok are:
1. Resulting in damage to the structure of columns,
walls and steel with wide area coverage in some
areas of Lombok.
2. The cause damage to the structure of reinforced
concrete after the earthquake was a lack of shear
strength of the structure due to the use of columns
and shear walls were too little, Cracks in the
column or beam dikibatkan by shear force, Cracks
in the column due to non structural, slip between
concrete and steel reinforcement , or shear failure
at a meeting between the beams and columns, the
concentration of damage at specific floor due to
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3.

4.

stiffness uneven distribution throughout the
building level, the release of secondary
components such as walls due to a bad
relationship. Some repair methods are: Because of
what happened is quite big or crushed concrete, in
this case more appropriate use of shotcrete.
Additional reinforcement can be used if there is
enough space, Reinforcement damage can be
repaired by means of welding or tacking
reinforcement pedestal. Implementation of welding
must be careful so that the distribution of power
within the system structure can be assured,
retrofitting concrete structures can be done by
adding a reinforcement rod on the beam and
column structure, or with a sliding wall thickening,
or by adding a layer of reinforced concrete.
To make improvements on the brick wall is
necessary to first carefully examined the cracks
that exist. Crack inspection can be done visually or
by using ultrasonic detection equipment. Repair
cracked brick wall that can be done with shotcrete,
dry aggregate mixture -portland packing with
cement or mortar and epoxy injection. Retrofitting
can be done with a brick wall prestressing, by
adding a reinforcement on the surface of a brick
wall wearing a plaster.
Reinforcement steel structure after the earthquake
Lombok is done by several methods, among
others: Replace bolts and rivets are there with bolts
of high quality, Uniting with either the connection is
less strong, Reduce span element long, Adding
extents cross-section of the profile, Replace with
steel high quality.
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